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My exposure to notable filmmakers like Oskar Fischinger and Norman McLaren in
liberal arts classes had opened my mind to try a novel idea and new alternative media for
my thesis project. Their films were so phenomenal and innovative and really influenced
me to imitate their free approach. I would not have known about these artists if had I not
attended RIT. The experience I gained in implementing this project was really
meaningful to me because it changed my way of thinking to be more creative and bold to
propose new ideas for my future films. This assignment was a real challenge because it
trained me to be a professional filmmaker while teaching me the twists and turns of the
preproduction and postproduction processes. It was not as easy as I expected it to be.
Since I will be an educator at a higher institution in Malaysia someday I hope to serve the
young nation with this new revolution.
Concept and Thesis Proposal Process
The story is about a girl who achieves her mythological destiny through her
metamorphosis from a human form to that of a sea turtle which symbolizes universal
love, fertility and desire. During preproduction the original concept (see Thesis Proposal
in Appendix A) took a dramatic shift, becoming less of a traditional narrative work and
evolving more into a visual lyrical form.
Ancient Promises begins with the female lead character appearing restless during her
strangely frantic investigations on a beach. She hears voices which surprise and intrigue
her. Her discovery of a turtle and the loss of her ring increases the tension of the story.
Ultimately, the girl will discover the meaning of the turtle's appearance and swim into
the sea to become a turtle herself. I wanted to evoke a mysterious transformation, as if a
spiritual transformation of an individual to her true and natural self. I especially wanted
the audience to be active (not passive) participants to discover the meaning of the story.
I
Story Idea
The original idea of the story came to me in a script writing class taught by Professor
Skip Battaglia. This was during my first quarter in the graduate program at RIT. The
story gradually changed over time and after being reviewed in the Graduate Seminar
class, it was finally approved by the thesis proposal review committee on October 25,
2003.
The story in more visual detail reveals a mysterious lady who owns a special ring. As
usual she sits by the beach, staring at the ring and the ocean. Suddenly she hears a strange
voice calling for help. The voice draws her attention and she goes looking its source. She
finally finds an injured fish on the beach trapped in a fish net. She manages to save the
fish by releasing it into the ocean, but unfortunately her ring, which she put on the beach
during her water release of the fish, has vanished. The ring was so meaningful to her so
she searches everywhere around her to find it. Suddenly a man appears from the ocean
and returns her lost ring. The lady realizes who the man really is and finally decides to
follow him into the mysterious ocean headed for "home".
I received great feedback from the committee and thought about how I 'could improve the
story. In November 2003, I decided to switch my thesis advisor from Professor Duane
Palyka to Professor StephanieMaxwell. This was due to my experience in Stephanie's
class (Experimental Animation) which led me to believe that her expertise in live action,
animation and experimental processes was more aligned with how I wished to approach
my work. Her class content and her unique personal works really inspired me. What
made her so special to me was her willingness to hear and share other people's ideas. She
had creative thoughts and always gave me constructive comments on my work. The
meetings I had with her every two weeks helped me to restructure and develop the story
into what it is today. I made a lot of changes to improve the story and this ultimately
contributed to the success of the work.
The story, which involved a fish in its preliminary idea, was later changed to
incorporate
a turtle. I thought a turtle was a better character than a fish, because fish appear so often
in films that they have become cliche. The project came just in time because my family
and I were planning to return to Malaysia for summer break. This was a great opportunity
for me to get footage because Malaysia is one of the few countries in the world where
turtles go to nest.
Movie Title: Ancient Promises
This title was discovered with the help ofmy advisor Stephanie Maxwell. Her idea to
look up poems on the internet was the best solution to find the right title, because most
poems typically use rich and beautiful phrases. I am so happy with the title because it is
so symbolic and corresponds so well to the content and meaning of the story. It really
made the audience curious to know what was the promises were.
Why Live Action?
One generally thinks that a videographer might
have a background in photography. This is true for
me because I loved capturing still pictures when I
was a teenager. I became familiar with video
cameras when I was in New Zealand during my
undergraduate studies. In 1992, I bought a Sony
Camcorder and used it for some school projects, family vacations, personal video clips
and wedding ceremonies. That was nine years ago. Since studying at RIT, my interest
and understanding ofmotion pictures production has flourishes. But, I really became
inspired about production when I bought a new Mini DV camera. It is a small video
camera with excellent picture quality, and the transferring process is so quick and easy.
This camera has helped me to work with freedom, independence and without time
constraints.
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I never attended any acting or directing classes, but I felt confident to do live action
because ofmy informal knowledge and my past experience. I regarded this project as
a
challenge to prepare myselfwith various skills. I had formerly produced 2D animation
work for my Spring 2001 project and a 3D animation for my Winter 2002 project. For
my final thesis production I decided to do an experimental work. Since this work
concerned humans and nature I thought live action would be the best approach to tell the
story.
Experimental film and experimental animation have been my favorite subjects since my
studies for the bachelor's degree. Unfortunately, I never had a chance to do any
experimental work because my major study at that time was computer graphics design.
When I was working at TV3 in Malaysia I still didn't get a chance to do it, because my
job was producing traditional computer graphics for TV programs. So I thought that my
thesis project would be the best opportunity for me to experiment both with techniques
and expressions using animation and live action production.
There were a few factors that encouraged me to do live action:
1) Live action was a new challenge for me since my former works were animations,
2) Live action shows natural human characters and facial expressions,
3) Live action can show representational
"reality"
(space, colors, textures, etc.),
4) Live action allowed me to experiment with natural elements (water, fire) to create
more engaging effects,
5) Live action can show subtle details of figures/objects, etc.
6) Live action would train me to be a more professional director,
7) Live action was an enjoyable
"job"






Acting in a public space was challenging
for both of the actors who were not
professionally trained and who needed to
perform naturally. They sometimes felt
uncomfortable when people were staring
at them while acting a shot. These
situations decreased their concentration
and increased their chances to make mistakes. I know that acting is a hard job for
anybody, especially for those who are newcomers to this field. There were several shots
and scenes that could not be performed by the actors and I had to find on-the-spot
solutions to be able to complete the shooting and maintain continuity. For instance, I
would give them examples to let them practice prior to the shoot or change the actions.
Fortunately, there was no dialogue which would have made this production very difficult.
However, I was so impressed with the
actors'
spirit and talent during the filming days,
even if this was their first acting debut.
In critiquing my work I have found that a large drawback in the shots was my lack of
emphasis on facial expression. Facial expression is important in acting, because it shows
the interna] and psychological state of the character, and it helps the audience to
appreciate and understand the story. I didn't really spend enough time to explain to the
actors much about facial expression because I thought that miming was good enough. But
I was wrong. Facial expression should always be emphasized especially for non-lip-synch
in order to increase audience understanding. Had there been a stronger emphasis on facial
expression the story could have been perceived more clearly and vividly.
Actress/Actor/Extras
Finding actors wasn't an easy job. They
needed to possess the right traits and have
the ability to do a range of facial expressions
and body gestures. Physical appearance
needs to appeal to the audience who tends to
want to see good looking characters.
-
. --.
Since this story involved love and passion I thought teenagers were the best age group to
play the roles. They are a young, exuberant and energetic group. The turtles also were
young, both only two years old which I thought approximated the same age as their
human counterparts.
There were two potential actresses during the selection, and I finally picked Siti Nur as
the main character. This was due to the personality that she possessed. She was my wife's
cousin, who is 1 8 years old and had just finished high school. For an actor I picked Zakri
Shaari. He was my brother in-law, and 16 years old, and until recently still a student in
high school. In Ancient Promises, they practically seemed a perfect match
Siti Nur was a great actress. She was very cooperative and never seemed unhappy during
the shooting days. I was very impressed with her spirit during the first shooting day. The
temperature was blazing hot, and she didn't mind walking around barefoot on a very hot
beach. Zakri was a talented guy too. He was a great swimmer and very brave to act in the
water scene.
Last but not least were my twin boys. They were 6 years old. They were so excited to be
filmed. Their role was to swim naked in the pool as if the actress and the actor were
swimming in the deep ocean.
This was a simulated scene that would be impossible if attempted by the adult actors. On
the day of the shoot they were competing against each other to show off their swimming
skills. It was a funny day. For this underwater scene I bought a large portable pool
- 1 10L
x 67W x 18H inches. This blue pool was big enough to let the children swim back and
forth. To make the scene appear to be like a real ocean I released about 20 small fishes in
the pool and the result was very impressive
Costumes and Accessories
In this work I wanted to show the identity of the traditional costume that is typically worn
by Malaysian women. It's called a "Baju Kebaya". It has white floral motifs with a blue
background. I also bought a necklace, earrings and a bracelet that were made out of sea
shells for the actress to wear. This would strengthen the idea that the female main
character is intrinsically connected to the ocean, which she will finally inhabit.
Make Up
"Carefully applied make-up is necessary not just to disguise a less-than-perfect face but
also to hightlight a subject's good features, such as bone structure, shape of eyes,
forehead, nose, and so on. This applies to male as well as female subjects, although when
dealing with a male subject the make-up usually needs to be
'invisible'
-just sufficient to
do the job, but not so much as to be
obvious."
(Reference 1)
Before the shooting began I made sure the actress had the right look for my story. How
she looked in the first shot would be maintained until the end of the shots.
Shooting started in the afternoon when the sun was down at 45 degrees. Usually at this
time the temperature is still hot and humid. Everybody on the beach sweated. This
condition caused problems with the actress make up it began to smudge. So
from time to
time her appearance would be checked to maintain an important continuity throughout
the shoot. This was especially important because the shots were created in a
sequential
manner paralleling the story development and any changes in the make up would create a
discontinuity.
Generally make up is important to avoid the shiny skin caused by perspiration. By
applying make up, the actress will look more natural and elegant. On one occasion, I
ignored the make up for a series of shots and I thought it wouldn't affect the actress's
appearance on the video. But I was wrong. The actress looked so different without make
up. But I am fortunate because I used a blue color filter in postproduction which gave a
uniform blue pallor to the flesh tones of all the shots
In addition to facial make up the hair style also needed great care. Long hair is hard to
control especially during the wind. Since hair never stops growing the actors looked
slightly different from week to week. I didn't notice that until I was in the
post-
production stage. I hoped nobody would notice the difference, and fortunately nobody
ever has. I learned that physical change might confuse the audience about the reality of
the film. I took this as a good lesson to be more careful in the future.
Crew Members
I was so fortunate to have such a great team working with me to ensure the success of
Ancient Promises. My friend, Jasni who is now working as a graphic artist at the
Motorola Company in Malaysia sacrificed his free time to help me on the first shooting
day. His presence really increased my confidence and working spirit. He was formerly
my classmate at the university and my
coworker in a multimedia company in Malaysia
He has great skill as a cameraman as well as an actor.
My wife, Zairani, has also made a big contribution to the work. She became the make up
artist and also coached the actress in terms of her natural performance. She took care of
the
actress'
appearance during all of the shooting days, and she also prepared foods and
drinks for everybody and assisted me whenever needed.
Finding the Turtles
"The sea turtle's body is wonderfully
adapted to life in the ocean. Their shells
are lighter and more streamlined than
those of their terrestrial counterparts, and
their front and rear limbs have evolved
into flippers making them efficient and
graceful swimmers, capable of swimming long distances in a relatively short period of
time. Sea turtles have been known to move through the water as fast as 35 mph. When
active, sea turtles swim to the surface every few minutes in order to breathe. When
sleeping or resting, which usually occurs at night, adult sea turtles can remain underwater
for more than 2 hours without breathing. This is due to the fact that turtles are capable of
containing higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in their blood than most other
air-
breathing animals, enabling them to use their oxygen very efficiently. Both muscles and
blood are able to store oxygen in large quantities, allowing sea turtles to remain
underwater for such long periods of time. Juvenile sea turtles have not developed this
ability as well as adults and must sleep afloat at the water's surface". (Reference 7)
Malaysia is one of the few countries in the world where turtles go to nest. Rantau Abang
in the state ofTerangganu on the East Coast ofMalaysia is a famous beach for watching
Leatherback turtles, the biggest turtles in the world. It is about an eight-hour drive from
where I live.
I went back to Malaysia with my family in November 2003. After a week ofjet lag I
began research on turtle locations in Malaysia. I found out that the Department of
Fisheries was the responsible organization to deal with. I called the officer in charge, En.
Khalil, and explained my intentions and asked him about the nearest turtle location from
where I live. He told me that Segari Turtle Management Centre, in the state ofPerak on
theWest Cost ofMalaysia was two hours away. He also gave me permission to use a
turtle, but disallowed me to bring the turtle out of the area as they are a protected animal
inMalaysia. The shooting and any other activities that involved the turtle would have to
be completed in the turtle's natural locations. In Malaysia, those who are found
possessing a turtle will be prosecuted. This is because the turtle has been documented as
an endangered species, due to a decline in their population all over the world
After agreeing with all the rules and regulations, he asked me to make arrangements with
Pak Tarn, who is the responsible keeper in the Centre. The appointment was set for
December 20, 2003.
Shooting Locations
The first shooting day I was wraught with anxiety. This was the time that I was waiting
for. We left at ten o'clock in the morning, crossing the country side to the West Coast.
The shooting location was away
from the commotion of the city. No wonder it has
become a place populated by turtles who travel there for nesting. Turtles are solitary and
need a quiet and discreet beach so that they feel comfortable and safe.
The Centre was nearby the beach and has become a tourist
attraction in Malaysia. We
reached there at noon time, and received a warm welcome from Pak Tarn. He is the only
person who is appointed to work there, and he is responsible for taking care of the Centre.
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He was informed by the officer of the Department ofFisheries about my intention to
"borrow"
a turtle. I took a moment to explain to Pak Tarn about the project so at the least
he knew what my intentions and goals were. He looked so excited about my project and
pledged to help me whenever possible.
After a long conversation, Pak Tarn brought us to see a group of adult turtles. I couldn't
wait to see them because I had never seen a real turtle in my life. They were Green
Turtles! The first sight of them was so inspiring. They are such beautiful and unique
marine creatures. We were eventually taken to see baby turtles in two small pools. This
was what I wanted to see. There were hundreds of them energetically swimming. The
first pool was for brand new turtles, and the second pool was for two year old turtles. I
picked one of them up and look at it carefully. Turtles have long front flippers, a hard
shell, and sharp teeth. They are also very clean reptiles. They are beautiful animals.This
experience made me think about how great God is for creating such creatures
There are seven species ofmarine turtles in the world and four of these species land and
lay their eggs onMalaysian beaches. They are the Leatherback Turtle, Hawksbill Turtle,
Green Turtle and the Olive Ridley Turtle. The Centre only keeps Green Turtles and Olive
Ridley Turtles. I decided to use the two year old Green Turtle which is the size of a
saucer.
"The Green Turtle (CheloniaMydas) is so called because of the presence of a green
colored fat within its body. Its outside body is ofa dark brown shade. An adult has an
average size of about 1.2 meters in length, and it can weigh up to 270kg. It is the only
species that has a hook on both of its front swimming flippers. It feeds mainly on sea
grasses and sea weed. Its nesting season is between April and September and each turtle
can lay between 100 to 140 eggs per nesting. The eggs are round, with soft leathery shells




The shooting location was to be at three different beaches. The first day was at the Turtle
Management Centre, in the state ofPerak and the other three days were at Batu Feringgi
Beach, in Penang Island and Pantai Merdeka Beach, in the state ofKedah. I was lucky
because most of the waves on these beaches were consistent and weren't wild with
swells. This eveness of the surf is due to Sumatra Island in Indonesia which blocks the
Malaysia coastline from the extreme waves of the Indian Ocean.
We spent most of our shooting time at Batu Feringgi because the beach was relatively flat
and was safe for swimming. There were hundreds of huge rocks on the beach and I was
pleasantly surprised to find that there was one rock that looked like what I had illustrated
on the storyboard. It was the rock where the actress stands on top and prays for help from
God
The beaches are usually full of people during the weekends and during school holidays.
The best time to go is during the week. There were a lot of activities on the beach, like
picnicing, swimming, sun-bathing, fishing and a variety ofwater sports. I was constantly
faced with the problem ofkeeping the beach visitors out of the shots, and especially for
long shots that show the general landscape. The only way to solve this problem was to
check that the background was without beach-goers before recording each shot. Any
unwanted element in the background would be hard to remove or touch up in
postproduction.
Shooting also took place in the water. It was difficult at first because there were invisible
rocks underneath the water that prevented me from walking smoothly, especially causing
a problem for hand-held tracking shots. The job became even harder because some rocks
were covered with sharp barnacles which caused injuries to all of us.
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The camera work took five days to accomplish. During the postproduction stage of this
work I thought back about the shoot and came to the conclusion that I had been remiss
about safety concerns for the actors, the crew, and myself. The beach, I thought was a
safe place for swimming, but there are several thing that I should have done prior to the
shoot, namely:
1 ) Check the water condition before letting the actors enter the water, and the
steepness and depth of the water to know how far they can go in from the
beach,
2) Check the sea floor its structure and for dangerous obstacles,
3) Prepare rescue breathing skills and have a first-aid kit, and
4) Bring life jackets and other flotation devices.
These were important factors to ensure everybody's safety. There was no predicting what
might have happened during the shoot, and furthermore there weren't any lifeguards on
the beach.
What really has motivated me to think about these safety issues is a terrible tragedy
which happened three weeks after my shoot. In the very same location a swimmer
drowned after being trapped between submerged rocks.









The motivations behind producing a script were many and varied. Firstly, working from a
script made me plan in advance of shooting. I was able to understand and plan for
personnel (technical, as well as actors), equipment and locations. Secondly, a script
imposes structure and logic, so to be able to produce a video in the most efficient and
cost-effective manner. For example, shooting all scenes involving the same locations,
actors and equipment at the same time, irrespective ofwhere those scenes will eventually
be edited into the final tape. Thirdly, a script helped the actors to understand their roles in
relationship to their gestures, movements, metaphonical actions and overt and subtle plot
development. Prior to the shooting day I gave Siti Nur and Zakri the script to study the
plot of the story and to give them better clues on what they might expect to do during the
shooting days.
2. Storyboard and Animatic
The basic idea behind the storyboard was to plan before shooting, to understand the basic
direction the video production will take, to visualize some of the most important details
that would need to be covered, and to approximate that timing of each sequence. The
animatic of the storyboard was more interesting than the still storyboard because it
contained music and pictures that
"moved"
or changed in a progression through the
sequences of the story. The animatic also allowed the actors to better understand their
roles and mood and the prospective environment. The animatic and storyboard expedited
the shooting process because the actors were already
familiar with the actions and the
progression of the story.
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3. Tools and Techniques
Since the shooting location was a two-hour drive from where I lived, and far away from
any city, I wanted to be well prepared so the shoot would go well. I planned ahead,
jotting down all the important things that needed to bring for the shoot. I made sure the
cameras were in working order, the lenses were cleaned, the batteries were charged, and
that I had extra DV cassettes, tripod, etc. There were two types of cameras that I used for
the shoot. My own digital video camera Panasonic PV-DC152D (NTSC) and a Sony
DCR VX2000E (PAL) which was my friend's camera. I preferred using my video
camera because it is a compact and light camera and it was easier to handle on the beach
and when shooting the water scenes. It was a great camera, but the eyecup for viewing
was too small for my eye and the viewfinder is too small as well. To solve the problem, I
used a LCD screen which I felt awkward working with at the beginning. My friend's
camerawas more comfortable to use. It is a more expensive camera, which makes me
wonder, does the price
matter9
4. Shooting Experience
On the first shooting day, we were at the Turtle Management Centre. I was asked by Pak
Tarn how many turtles I needed for the shoot. He was willing to give me how ever many
I wanted. For me, that was a hilarious question. I can't imagine what I would have done,
if he had given me a flock of turtles. I finally asked for two turtles and put them in an
aquarium.
Shooting time usually started at 3pm and lasted until 7pm and we arrived home at around
1 1 :30pm. These were exhausting days because they demanded a lot of energy and high
concentration. It wasn't a pleasurable job for anybody to spend so many hours under the
hot burning sun.
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Before the shoot started, I took a walk on the beach to find the best location. The beach
was messy with debris, so we had to rake and clean up the location. It was important to
avoid any unwanted objects that might spoil the shots. Pak Tarn was very helpful
assisting us with this job
The beach panorama was scenic but it also was not like what 1 had drawn in the
storyboard. I made small changes on the storyboard to adapt to the actual environment.
Before shooting started I made sure that the actress was at the right angle to avoid
silhouetting against the sun or sky. I was careful with camera angles to avoid 'crossing
the line'. And finally, the actress appearance was also checked for continuity from shot to
shot
"Lighting is much more than simply recording a fully detailed, descriptive image. It is,
above all, the great determiner of mood and atmosphere. Appropriate lighting
-
artificial
or natural - can be used to indicate heat or cold, openness or secretiveness, happiness or
sadness, furtiveness or candour, and many shades of
emotion."
(Reference 3)
The best time for outdoor light souces is in the morning or afternoon. During this time the
light source causes objects to appear in contrast, creating beautiful forms and shadows
I had an interesting experience during the second shooting day. On the first shooting day,
we were on the west coast, where the sun sets on the west horizon. The shots were
panned toward the ocean and the actions moved from the right to the left. On the second
day, we were on an island, which is across from the west coast, and the shots were made
on the east side of the island. So during the shoot the sun cast shadows in a different




The camera is the means by which we capture movement and it will do this even ifwe
remain stationary and let the action flow past the lens - and often the results will be far
more aesthetically pleasing too. Most ofmy shots were stationary shots, because it is how
we mostly see things. These shots I felt would make it easy for the audience to
understand what was happening in the space. It's like how we watch the action on a
stage.
There were several basic shots that I used for this work. They were very long shot, long
shot, medium shot, close up, extreme close up and tracking shot. The use of these shots
were essential for the movie:
1 ) To help the audience understand the story clearly,
2) To give more information about the subject and the scenes.
3) To create interesting compositions between the foreground and background, and
4) To create better continuity with multiple shots.
In this work, most of the shots are medium shots, because medium shots diminish any
unwanted elements. It also draws the audience into the foreground more than the
background.
6. The Visuals Line
"A vital aspect ofvideo-making is to establish the geography of the shot
- in other
words, where people are in relation to each other and to features of and objects in the
setting, the direction the action is moving, and so on. This is something you need to be
particularly aware ofwhen shooting, but also when editing your work, since it is all too






is an imaginary line along which the action moves or an imaginary line
established by a subject's eyeline. All ofmy images moved from the right to the left
crossing the stationary shots. There were two reasons why I chose that direction. Firstly,
the existing light source (sun) was at a right angle - to avoid backlighting. Secondly, this
direction created tension and disquiet and implied something was about to happen on
screen.
7. Using Pan Shots
Pan shots cannot be used in sequence or too often because it would make the audience
feel dizzy. I used hand-held panning movement when a single, static shot was insufficient
to include all of a particular scene or subject and when I wanted the audience to discover
the scene progressively as the camera moved around. The best way to judge the merits of
a particular pan was to rehearse the shot first without the tape running. In this way, I
would be able to see in the LCD screen if there were any visual elements best omitted,
and if there were any the camera should linger on for a second or two before continuing.
This was also good practice to establish a smooth camera panning.
8. Using Tilts Shots
In the same way that panning is used to encompass a strongly horizontal subject, tilting
can be used to capture all of a strongly vertical subject that can not easily be taken in with
a static camera. An obvious example ofwhere I used the tilt technique was when the
actress was standing on the rocks. I focused on her feet and tilted up all the way to reveal
her face, and then tilted down to her hand holding the ring to draw attention to the ring's
importance.
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I used this tilt idea to break the convention of camera shots from left to right/right to left
and also to add a little mystery or suspense to the work.
9. Problems During Preproduction
These were some of the problems and concerns that were encountered during
preproduction:
1 ) Weather determined the shooting day, e.g. rain and cloudy days were undesirable,
2) Time constraints - shooting time occurred between 3 -7pm; in order to preserve the
color attributes of this period of the day,
3) Re-shooting cost more time, energy and money,
4) Equipment needed to be cleaned after returning from the beach - sand might jam the
camera and salt water might rust the metal parts,
5) Shaking shots occurred because ofuneven beaches and strong winds, and especially
during zooming, and
6) Actors could not perform the challenging shots.
10. Solutions to the above problems:
1 ) Watching the weather forecast for the best shooting days. Even cloudy days may ruin
the shots.
2) Leave earlier. In case anything happens on the way, there is ample time to work it out
3) Let actors clearly know how much time they will be on location until the project is
completed. Take as many shots as possible. It is recommended to have at least two
cameras recording at different angles/positions. This will give more options and
preparation for shots in hand in case one camera is not working or actors "breech the
contract"
(refuse to continue the reshoot).
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4) There are many factors that I needed be aware ofwhile shooting on the shore. Strong
sea breezes usually cause tiny sand particles to float in the air and create problems for
eye sight and camera lenses. This happens more when the camera is closer to the
ground. So check camera lenses frequently. Blow sand away and wipe very gently with
a soft cloth. If necessary vacuum the camera!
Before shooting in the water, make sure to know what the current tide is. Is it high tide or
low tide? It is safe to do shooting in low tide because of the low pressure from the waves.
I felt much steadier with the camera in low tide. Shooting was more challenging during
high tide because the wave size is greater and causes water to splash onto the camera.
This would make me uncomfortable because I kept raising the camera from being hit by
approaching waves. The possibility of falling was also high, especially when I was on an
uneven sea bed which has rocks and sharp barnacles. An underwater camera would have
maybe worked better in these situations.
5) My camera could zoom to 700X. As the magnification of digital zooming increases,
the quality of image deteriorates.The balancing feature doesn't really help. So avoid
extreme zooming if not necessary.
6) To solve the problem, I asked the actors to listen carefully to my instructions, and if
she/he still could not do it I found other similar actions that were easier for them.
Postproduction
1. Tools and Tehniques
To have a good postproduction workstation with optimum performance, the computer
had to be a reliable computer - so I used a Dell Dimension 8200 with Pentium 4. This
was important because editing programs need a high RAM speed for rendering and a
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high-capacity data storage and retrieval. Besides that I installed a new operating system
(Window XP - Professional Edition), and I bought an internal hard drive (Seagate) with
1 1 1 GB and an external hard drive (Acorn Data) with 120 GB. The size of the storage
was important because it helped me to work freely without worrying about available
space.
The software programs were also critical for the postproduction process. There were five
types of computer programs that I used to produce Ancient Promises:
1 ) Adobe Premiere (nonlinear video editing program for transferring shots from
theMini DV camera into the computer hard drive),
2) Adobe After Effects (motion graphics and special effects),
3) Adobe Illustrator (text and vector graphics),
4) Adobe Photoshop (image retouching - film strip)
5) Maya (special effects - particles)
Prior to transferring, the shots were previewed on a monitor to see how successful the
camera work was. This was the moment of truth because the tapes would reveal the true
caliber of the acting and directing, and the cinematography. The review of the footage
sometimes made me shake my head, and sometimes it made me giggle. Watching the
shots at their full size helped me to identify which shots needed to be kept, reshot or
discarded. Occasionally, the review process gave me a better idea on how to improve the
camera work and make little changes in the story.
The shooting process was completed on February 1 5, 2004. I brought all recorded tapes
and equipment back to the US for postproduction work. I also brought the actress dress
and accessories in case there were any redo shots to be fabricated with a stand-in actress.
I took this precaution because this project involved two continents - Asia (preproduction)
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and America (postproduction). My biggest concern was the footages with the actress
because she played the most important role in this movie and appeared in most of the
shots. What I was worrying about unfortunately occurred. The shot where the ring is hit
by a wave failed and had to be redone at Lake Ontario Beach.
Before transferring the shots into the computer, I made sure I had sufficient storage to
accomodate all the footage. I saved the same shots into two drives - Drive C and the
External Hard Drive. I used the External Hard Drive as a back up drive to retrieve all
important files in case anything went wrong with Drive C. I took precaution to avoid any
problems like computer malfunction or the invasion of a virus. The storages sometimes
were still not enough to retrieve all of the files so I had to be prudent and wise in
managing the space.
The utmost thing to bear in mind before capturing a shot was to make sure that the video
setting was set to 720 x 480 resolution so that when transferring the imagery back into the
Mini DV the quality and the aspect ration would remain the same. Failure to check the
size would have caused the image to deteriorate during the editing and transferring
process. The video default resolution was 72 and was inadequate for enlargement and
caused pixellation of the imagery. The image in the digital still camera could be set in
various resolutions however.
The software that I used for transferring shots from the video camera into the computer
was Adobe Premiere 6.0. Looking for the best shots required an ample amount of time,
patience and discipline. Occasionally, it made me feel dizzy as my eyes and brain kept
searching, translating and picking out the right moving images. Intense use of the fast
forward controller sometimes almost made me physically nauseated. It was critical that
clips be labeled and organized with proper names and placed in proper folders for ease of
use. The Mini DV cassettes were also labeled with proper names for future reference and
to avoid confusion.
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The tapes needed a great deal of care because they were the only available sources until
the project was done.
It was hard to estimate in the beginning how long the final movie would be. It might have
been shorter or longer. But after placing the shots on the timeline I got a rough idea of the
length ofmovie. Here I could see the success and the failure of the shots which I could
not see in the previewing process. I could determine the success ofjump cuts and
crossing the line shots, for instance. On the timeline I could also see the entire movie laid
out and judge the relationships between shots and their function within the whole.
2. Editing and Compositing
The software program that I used for editing was Adobe After Effects. This is one ofmy
favorite programs as it offers unlimited effects, multiple color choices, speed remapping,
transformation effects, etc. The program interface is very user friendly. To make the job
easier and faster I divided the movie into ten sections. Each section was typically short
and contained little layers which increased my focus on particular scenes. The shorter
timeline of the sections also reduced the headache of having to scroll up and down
looking for hidden clips.
During this phase of editing, the clips were to be imported and ordered onto the video
track according to the story. There were two editing techniques that I used, which I
termed as either Quick Cut or Dissolve. Quick Cut was the best technique to sort the clips
from one to another but sometimes wouldn't work for jump cut shots. The only way to
solve jump cuts was to use the Dissolve technique which sleekly blended the tail and the
head of two adjacent clips. The result worked well as it disguised and soften changes
between jump cuts. However, the dissolve transformation could not be too long as the
audience might misunderstand the meaning of the dissolve, perhaps misconstruing it as a
time or place transition.
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In this work, I tried to initiate two editing styles. First, at certain points during the movie I
inserted two clips that were positioned side by side and had similarity in form or
movement. So when I played those clips, the transition might produce an interesting
movement or seeming change in form as if a morphing effects. Second, the remap
technique allowed me to change the speed of the overall clip or vary the speed within the
clip. This is a contemporary technique that is widely used in modern day commercials.
This motion effect one never sees in real life, but it cinema it can create an interesting
experience for the viewer. Computers have made this possible.
During the editing process, there were shots that needed to be repaired to had to have
unwanted elements removed. There were two ways I used to touch up the image: the
"mask"and the "film strip".
"Mask"
is a feature in After Effects while "film
strip"
is an
export clip from After Effects to Photoshop. These two techniques did help greatly to
remove unwanted elements on the clips, but unfortunately it was not a perfect clean up.
Sometimes it seemed that the best way was to redo the shot, because touch up really takes
long hours and was unpredictably rewarding.
3. Visual Colors and Effects
The first thing that I did after transferring the footage was to think about the color of the
work. Since this was an experimental work I decided to ignore the natural color of the
clips and I began to explore other unusual colors whichwould strengthen the
mysteriousness within the story. After Effects was a wonderful program because it
allowed me to experiment with the color mode, such as color balance and hue. These
features allowed me to find the best color and I accident I found blue as the most
appropriate color. This blue color made the actors skin so special as if they were actual
ocean creatures themselves. I like the color very much because it reinforced the concept
and made the viewer curious about who they were and where they were. The color mode
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allowed the scenes to be more atmospheric as if in a dream world, especially noticeable
in the color of the sky and the beach: orange sky, blue beach. However, at certain points
of the movie I alternated the shots with red color to increase the tension and energy of the
film. My idea for alternating the red shots was to give clues to the audience that
something was about to happen. It was interesting to see cold colors versus hot colors,
especially during the
turtles'
transformation. It was like a vivid motion painting. To make
the actress appear more mysterious I added special effects on the
actress'
hand when she
cuddles and prays for God to save the turtle. Special effects is a magic term in film
making, because it refers to the imaginative tricks and illusions that bring ooohs and
aaahs from theater audiences. The hand effects were created using 3D software (MAYA),
and the result was so magnificent. There were two types of effects that I used in this
scene: lightnings and particles. These effects help give the impression that the actress was
not an ordinary person but good hearted in saving the injured turtle.
4. Critiques
My thesis advisor Stephanie Maxwell is an active experimental filmmaker. I met her
during the postproduction process to get her feedback as I was building the work. These
meetings were important to me because it gave me the opportunity to hear her comments
and allowed me to propose and defend what I wanted to create in the work. I greatly
appreaciated her comments, which truly made sense and really made me conscious of the
possible pitfalls of the work, some ofwhich I didn't realize would be a problem.
5. Music
Sometimes the success of an experimental film relies on the connection and the creativity
of the aural component, i.e, the soundtrack and/or music. The combinations ofboth the
visual and aural components can make a work both unique and distinctive. I am so
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grateful to know Christopher Brakel, who is a student at the Eastman School ofMusic
He is an exceptionally gifted composer who managed to create the music for Ancient
Promises within an extremely short period of time. In the early stages ofworking with
Chris, I felt uneasy with the music he had proposed because I had a certain kind ofmusic
in mind for this work. I also told him that his proposed music did not seem to match my
work, but after hearing his explanation I felt more comfortable and agreed with what he
wanted to convey. Perhaps I have been influenced by other music, which made me
reluctant to agree with his unique points ofview. Maybe this work was too personal for
me and I reacted too conservatively to other people's ideas. One important lesson I
learned in making this work is to keep my mind open, to learn, share and appreciate the
talents and ideas of other artists. After days ofwondering about the music, I finally
accepted what Chris wanted to create for this work. And the final music was beautiful,
magical, and increased the overall impact ofAncient Promises. Chris! innovative
contribution really caused a big change in my perspective about working more
collaboratively and about the power and beauty of experimental film.
After finalizing the edits, the work was rendered in its full size 720 x 480 with no
compression. This dimension and compression would be consistent with the movie
quality as it had been first shot. All rendered sections would be gathered and sorted in
Premiere according to the story and then be re-rendered as one single movie. For the
creation of the music, the composer only required a small movie size of 320 x 240, just
large enough for him to see the visuals, and it was also an ideal size that allowed the
composer to handle the audio and visual without affecting the computer's competency
during the music creation. The music software, named Vegas technically works exactly
the same as After Effects by using multiple layers. In the final stage the layers are merged
as a single layer which becomes the final audio file. The music file was put on the editing
timeline and was synchronized to the visuals prior to mastering on Mini DV cassette.
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6. Continuity
"Continuity has to do with maintaining the illusion of reality: the audience should not be
forced to question the feasibility or logic ofwhat they are watching. Paying close
attention to continuity is thus an important aspect ofmanipulating audience reaction".
(Reference 5)
"Maintain continuity of action. This type of continuity is more subtle and difficult to
achieve than the usually understood
"make-sure-your-actor-wears-the-same-tie"
definition of continuity.This means that any action made by the actors in one shot should
be continued in the next one. If an actor raises his right hand to his head and you cut as he
is raising it, the following shot must pick up with his hand in the same position. This
means that any action made by the actors in one shot should be continued in the next
one". (Reference 6)
Continuity errors usually occur because of the time delay between shots. I also had
continuity errors during the shoot. For example, while the actress was walking on the
beach, she was actually holding a ring. During some shots she forgot to carry the ring and
this was noticeable. This kind of discrepency can trigger confusion in the audience. After
I realized the missing ring problem, I asked the actress to repeat the action with the ring
in her hand.
The other continuity error had to do with the
actress'
hair. Long hair is hard to control
outdoors. This error usually happened when we were on the beach because of strong
winds and during the water sequences.
Point ofview continuity problems occurred when I wanted to make the lens substitute for
the
actors'
view point. In these cases I had to know the right distance and angle between
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the actor's eye and the object that the actor was looking at. It was important to establish a
logical distance and angle because when this technique is used the actor's view becomes
the audience's view.
Since this work involved the beach and the water I had to make sure the environmental
features occurred in order to establish continuity. It began with the beach shots and end
up with the water shots. This was important because once the actress got wet I could not
return to the beach shots. The water ruined the
actress'
makeup and physical appearance.
Any beach reshooting had to be done after the actress was dry again and re-made up.
7. Basic Principle ofContrast
Film works the same way as photography and functions on basic photographic principles,
for example the use contrast. The only difference between motion picture and
photography is that one is composed ofmoving images and the other is static imagery.
The definition of contrast in art varies for different formal aspects of the image
composition. For instance, the use of color, the size ofobjects, the position of forms, the
balance of light and dark, and the evocation ofmood and atmosphere are all subjective
In this work, the dress worn by the actress was contrasted to a clear background. This was
important to ensure that she (the main subject) stood out from the background. The size
difference between the actress and the turtle, the distinction between the sexes of the
actress and the actor, the originality of the bottle versus the shell and the differences
between the land and the underwater world were all contrast considerations. These visual
aspects have helped me to augment the overall richness of the work.
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8. Visual Elements
Since this film emphasized the relationship between the shore and the ocean, I made sure
the chosen visual elements were only associated with those two worlds. For example, the
use of shell, drifted wood, a bottle, a coconut and the crab hole. These mysterious
elements become metaphorical links that connect one scene to another as the actress and
audience search for their meanings.
Determining the best visual elements was important in creating and maintaining the mood
of the story because each element has differing meaning. Not all elements were shot at
the same locations. For example, I shot seagulls at the beach ofLake Ontario just to give
the film more variety. When I lined this footage up on the editing track to preview it, the
footage completely affected the mood of the story. It created a strong sense of conflict
between two worlds. I tried many times to add, remove and also place clips at different
locations but it still conjured the same interpretatious. Eventually the birds would create a
feeling of freedom and cheerfulness instead ofmysterious.
Most of the visual background elements in the movie were intended to be simple. For
example, the use ofbackdrops like the ocean, the sky and the beach. These simple
backgrounds made the main subjects stand out significantly by contrast and helped the
viewer to focus on their actions and their meanings
Pick Up Shots
Previewing the footage on TV was important to check the overall quality of shots before
proceeding to post-production work. During the preview time, I jotted down all the failed
shots and thought about how to improve and re-shoot them. Most of the shots that needed
to be re-shot had common problems, like incorrect angle, backlighting inconsistencies,
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awkward camera movements and poor composition. I am fortunate because most of the
failed shots were beach shots using a low angle close-up technique which I thought I
could re-do later at a non beach location. My uncle has a pile of sand on his property. I
could flatten the sand to make it look like a real
"beach"
close up. Shooting this way
allowed me to not have to spend more money and time, especially since there were only a
few shots that need to be reshot. However, the shots were restricted to a low angle and
close up because the area was surrounded by trees and buildings.
Trick Shots
Computer technology has helped filmmakers to create special effects and achieve actions
that humans can not realistically perform. Some commercial examples are Pearl Harbor
and the running dinosaurs in Jurassic Park. Animation tricks help to reduce production
costs and the personnel required to make sets and props believable. It was my intention in
my work to make the audience believe what they see. I put the turtles in an aquarium and
shot them as if they were in a real deep ocean. The underwater scenes were among the
hardest shots to achieve. My idea of having the turtles swim in the aquarium was a good
one, but the reflection ofmy silver camera lens glass on the aquarium become a big
concern. It was extremely hard to dampen the reflection on the glass during the shooting.
The only way that I could do it was to wrap the camera with dark cloth, paint the lens
hood black and make sure that the reflection was not too obvious. This worked for the
most part, and where I notice any reflection I am also convinced that the viewer does not.
The most challenging shots were for the underwater sequence. I placed the camera in a
clear plastic bag and made it leak proof. This was the economical way because I don't
have an underwater camera housing. This was a very complicated part of the production
because I couldn't see the image during the shooting. The only way that I could achieve
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shooting this footage was to drown the camera in the water and let the camera record
whatever randomly passed the lens in the water. This was an exhausting job because I
had to continually make sure that there wasn't water inside the plastic bag which was
well stretched. I also had to check for wrinkles that might interfere with image in front of
the lens.
Conclusion
I am proud ofmyself because I believe that my imagination and hand work made Ancient
Promises successful, unique and great learning experience. Fresh in my mind still is how
the story transformed from a sketch and developed into a colorful and meaningful motion
picture. This work has truly been a labor of love.
I would like to take this opportunity to thanks my sponsor (Universiti Sains Malaysia) for
their consideration in allowing me to study in the "Land ofOpportunity". My clear
statement to the university about the advantages of studying here has become a reality as
I return home with new ideas and skills. For me, my decision to study in the U.S. was a
good decision because I know the merit of the American in film industry. They pioneered
this field and has continued to do so with the appearance of computer technology.
Titanic, The Spiderman and the Shrek show computer application in movie-making at
their most developed and creative potential.
High demand on expertise in this industry has encouraged the establishment of film
schools like RIT. I found that the program offered at RIT corresponds to the current
needs for skilled practitioners in production studios. The courses offered really deepen
student creativity to produce good work and to use film and animation history as an
inspiration. A good integration between students and lecturers also determine the success
of the students. Lecturers play an important role because they have more experience and
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know their fields well. They become like a hub for students to obtain information and to
practice their art form. Exposure to previous film makers in class enlightens about what
people in the past have contributed to the art. Lecturers also became partners with whom
we can discuss a problem with to find a solution. The university atmosphere also
encourages, supports and demands students to speak out about personal ideas and defend
those ideas.
A good relationship amongst classmates has been important because it was a way to
accelerate the learning process, especially when related to technical problems. Each
individual has different skills and intelligence quotients when it comes to learning. In
discussions we exchange ideas and critique each other's works. Whether the comments
are positive or negative I have to accept them and I have to evaluate what is meaningful
and useful or not. Peer colleagues actually boost my spirit to compete for the best.
Without them we can feel inactive and lazy. Our colleague friends also provide support
when we need to talk about our problems. And especially for foreigner like me who
sometimes needs conversation to relieve the stress.
The learning process of film making, whether for live action or animation film, is
essential for newcomers like me. This is a challenging project and I feel so grateful that I
could handle it even if sometimes it frustrated me when I found myself faced with serious
problems. My principle "never give has helped me to overcome failure because
nothing would change if I didn't fight to discover and find solutions. The mistakes are
part of the learning process and can be a measure ofunderstanding and progress
The knowledge that I gained at RIT has been really meaningful because it completely
changed who I am now. I'm not conservative anymore. Studying in a western country
where people appreciate art and are competing for new ideas and technology has opened
my mind to be more optimistic and brave about change. I hope the invaluable exposure
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and experiences that I have had will help me to be a bonafide creative, skillful,
knowledgeable and dynamic filmmaker. It started with a small floating turtle who is now
swimming in endless sea of imagination.
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is the story of a lady who sacrifices her life to save an injured fish and in return
is rewarded with her lost ring and a happy life.
Synopsis
Far in the countrv side there is a lady names Sarah who lives alone. She is sitting close to the
window and looking at the ocean. She looks sad and mourns. In her fist she holds a ring. She
holds the ring close to her heart and becomes lost in thought. Suddenly she hears a voice crying
out "help"! She looks around to find the voice and finally finds a fish flopping on the ground. She
catches the fish and carefully looking at it. She wonders where the fish came from. She then holds
the fish and runs to the ocean. Unfortunately, when she puts the fish in the water, her ring slides
off of her finger and plunges into the water. Sarah becomes panicked. She quickly searched
around but could not get the ring. The fish is seriously injured and cannot swim anymore. It is
floating and panting. Sarah then catches the fish and brings it home.
When she reaches home, she immediately puts the fish into a bottle. It seems as though the fish is
going to die. For the sake of the fish, Sarah decides to find antidote. She knows where to get it.
There is a frightening island where she can find magic pitcher plant that can save life.
When she reaches home, she quickly pours the magic liquid from the plant into the bottle where
the fish is. Sarah then falls asleep and begins to dream. In her dreams, the fish asks Sarah for a
wish. Sarah wishes she wants a happier life. After a while she awakes and finds the fish alive and
smiling at her. She's so happy. Sarah then release the fish back into the ocean. The fish knows
Sarah is upset because of the lost ring. The fish then swims deep into the ocean to find the lost
ring and eventually finds it. The fish then swallow s the ring.
Meantime, there is a man named Norman fishing in the pond. The fish then swims toward
Norman and bites the bait. Norman instantly jerks the fishing rod and finds a fish stuck on the
hook. He is taken aback because there is a ring stuck inside the fish mouth. Norman releases the
fish back into the ocean and stares at the ring with amazes. Norman wonders who the ring could
belong to. He believes it must be owned by someone special.
Meanwhile. Sarah is walking toward her house. She is singing for her lost ring and wishing she
could have it back. Norman hears the song and he is very curious to know who the singer is. He
guesses the ring must be belongs to the lady. The sparkle of the nng draws Sarah to mvestigate
where the light is coming from. Finally, she meets Norman but then runs away because she is
scared that he is a stranger. Norman then sings a poem to express his intention. While he chasing
Sarah, he bumps onto a big stone and falls on the ground. He is injured and screams for help
Sarah hears the scream and return to give him help.
When Sarah begins to wipe the bleeding elbow ofhim. Norman holds her hand. Norman loves
Sarah at first sight. Sarah tries to escape but is suddenly stunned lookmg at die Norman's nng.
She recognized the ring. Sarah asks Norman if the nng belongs to him. Norman replies that he
found the nng inside the fish mouth. Sarah tells Norman that the nng belongs to her. Norman
then gives the ring to Sarah. Sarah believes this is a reward from God for her good deed. Sarah
and Norman begin holding hands, running and laughing under the tree. They are happy couple.
End
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Running Time: 6:30
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Wages & Salaries Production Actual
Above the line
Director, 1 year flat rate
Producer, 1 year flat rate
Writer 3 months @ $1 ,500
Voice Actors 10hrs@ $120







Lead Animator, 34weeks@ $400
Technical Director, 34 weeks@ $350
Modelers (include texture) 16 weeks@ 300
Rigging 4 weeks@ 300
2D Artist (painting) 4weeks @ 250
Compositing 3 weeks @ 300
Editing + Sound Recording 2 weeks @ 300
Below the Line Subtotal











Telephone, 12 months @ $20
Xerox, 80 copies @ $0.5
Postage Various postal cost
Accounting, 12 months @ $120
Overhead, 12 months @ $100










Characters Design 6 characters @ $500
Sets Design (overall)
Concept

















VHS/SVHS, 10 tapes @ $2.00
MiniDV, 6 tapes @ $5.00






























































A lady named Siti is sitting by the beach.
She's looking at the ocean. 8 sec.
2. Medium shot
(back view)








Siti looks at the ocean.
4 sec.
5. Close up Siti holds something in her fist. She opens
her fist and there is a blue ring on it. Siti
gently rubs the ring.
15 sec.
6. Close up Siti takes closer look at the ring. 3 sec.
7. Extreme close
up
Siti rubs the ring with affection
3 sec.
8. Close up Siti looks at ring and the ocean. 3 sec.
9. Extreme close
up
Siti hears strange voice coming from
nowhere. (This voice will be repeated every
10 to 15 second untill scene 44). Siti turns
her head left and right to find the voice.
3 sec.
10. Close up The strange voice scared all creatures. Shot
shows a crab run for it life.
2 sec.
11. Long shot Siti looks down under her foot. 2 sec.
12. Close up Camera pan to Siti's foot to find the voice. 2 sec.
13. Long shot Siti stands up. She looks around. 2 sec.
14. Close up Siti finds the voice coming from her left
side.
1 sec.
15. Long shot Siti hears the voice carefully and begins to
walk on her left side.
9 sec.
16. Medium shot Siti walks by the waves. 2 sec.
17. Medium shot She hears the voice as it comes from the
other side. She looks back for a second and
continues walking.
6 sec.
18. Long shot Camera lens substitute to the actress point
ofview. Camera pan left and right.
3 sec.
19. Medium shot Siti stops walking and looks up in the sky. 2 sec.
20. Long shot Camera pan left and right in the sky. 2 sec.
21. Medium shot Siti looks down. She finds one strange
object on the beach.
3 sec.
22. Close up Camera pan to the unknown object.
(drift- 2 sec
wood)
23. Medium shot Siti looks around and sees other object. It is
15'
away from where she is standing.
5 sec.
24. Long shot Siti runs toward the object. 4 sec.
25. Medium shot Siti picks the object up. 1 sec.
26. Extreme close
up
It's a green bottle. She examines the bottle
carefully.
1 sec.
27. Long shot The bottle is empty. She throws the bottle. 2 sec.
28. Long shot Siti keeps walking to find the voice. She
then finds a shell.
5 sec.
29. Close up Siti takes the shell and clean it. 5 sec.
30. Close up Siti shakes the shell and brings it closer to
her ear.
3 sec.
31. Close up Siti throws the shell. 1 sec.
32. Close up Siti keeps walking on the beach with
anxiety.
4 sec.
33. Close up Siti finds a crab hole. 3 sec
34. Extreme close
up
Camera move closer to the crab hole.
There's nothing inside.
1 sec.
35. Medium shot Siti proceeds to investigate. 2 sec.
36. Extreme close
up













Siti looks down to see her feet. It is a fish
net.
2.5 sec.
40. Close up Siti tries to remove the net. 2.5 sec
41. Long shot After removed the net she sees a small turtle
struggling in another net in front of her.
7 sec.
42. Medium shot Siti approaches the net with curiosity. She
pokes the turtle with her finger. Siti noticed
that the voices come from the turtle.
8 sec.
43. Close up Siti examines the turtle and picks it up. 9 sec.
44. Close up Siti removes the net that's trapping the
turtle.
8 sec.
45. Medium shot Siti rubs the turtle and looks at the ocean.
She touches the turtle with her fingers and
smells it.
8 sec.
46. Close up Siti brings her fingers close to her nose then
she closes her eyes.
2.5 sec.
47. Close up Siti holds the turtle and the ring. 2.5 sec
48. Extreme close
up
Siti puts the ring on the beach and walks to
the sea to release the turtle.
2 sec.
49. Long shot Siti walks to the water. 2.5 sec
49a Close up Siti puts the turtle in the water. , 7 sec
50. Medium shot Meanwhile the big wave comes and hit the
beach. This scene shows the ring is drifting
into the sea.
5 sec
51. Long shot Siti stares at the ocean for a moment and
returns to the location in which she left the
ring.
5 sec.
52. Close up Siti is surprised that the ring is missing. She




Siti looks restless and worried. She begins
to dig the beach.
3 sec.




Siti walks back and forth in the water to
find the ring. She assumed that the ring has
drifted into the sea. Siti fails to find the ring.
She feels frustrated and tired. She returns to
the beach to take a rest.
22 sec.
57. Close up Siti looks so upset. Suddenly something
touches her feet. Oops!!
4.5 sec.





Siti looks at the turtle carefully. The turtle is
panting and seriously injured.
3 sec.




61. Close up Siti holds the turtle while she walks to the
big rock.
1 sec.
62. Long Shot Siti approaches the big rock. 4 sec.
63. Long Shot Siti steps on the big rock. 6 sec.
64. Close up Siti looks at the turtle with mercy. She prays
to God to save the turtle's life.
14 sec.
65. Close up Siti gently shakes the turtle. 6 sec.
66. Extreme close
up
Siti weeps seeing the turtle's luck.
4 sec.
67. Close up Siti gently taps the turtle. The turtle is then
healed and begins to flap it fins.
7 sec.
68. Long shot Siti steps down to the beach. 3 sec.
69a-
70a





Siti puts the turtle in the water. (Camera in
the water)




The turtle swims toward the deep ocean and
transforms itself into a man (Zakri).
7 sec.
74. Close up Zakri swims deep into the sea to find Siti's 6 sec.
ring.
(Underwater action)
74a Close up Zakri finds the ring and grasp at it. 4 sec.
75. Extreme close
up
Zakri swims up to the beach to get Siti. 7 sec.
76. Long shot Siti is looking for her lost ring. 4 sec.
77. Close up Siti slowly flaps the water to see the bottom
of the sea.
6 sec.
78. Long shot Siti gropes about the bottom of the sea with
her hands.
7 sec.
79. Medium shot Zakri swims toward Siti. 9 sec.
80. Long shot Zakri swims toward Siti. 6 sec
81. Long shot Zakri take a peeks at Siti behind a big rock. 23 sec.
82. Medium shot Zakri keeps swimming and reaches two big
rocks.
8 sec.
83. Long shot Siti is busy looking for her lost ring. 2 sec.





Zakri swims toward Siti. (Underwater)
5 sec.
86. Long shot While Siti is groping about the bottom of
the sea she finds somebody grasping her
hand. She quickly moves back to the beach.
7 sec.
87. Medium shot Zakri appears from the water and staring at
Siti.
4 sec.
88. Long shot Zakri approaches Siti. Siti becomes scared
and moves back.
3 sec.
89. Close up Zakri extends the ring to Siti. 3 sec.
90. Close up Siti takes the ring and looks at it carefully. 6 sec.





Siti swallows the ring.
7 sec.
93. Close up Zakri looks at Siti. 3 sec.
94. Long shot Zakri extends his hand to Siti. Siti feels





Siti's and Zakri's fingers touch as if they are
communicating.
3 sec.
96. Long shot Siti draws her hand and smells her fingers.
The smell reminds her of the last incident.
The Turtle! ! Zakri moves away to the sea.
Siti raises her hand to stop Zakri.
15 sec.
97. Long shot Zakri stops walking and turns his head back. 6 sec.
98. Extreme close Siti says something to Zakri in an unknown 2 sec.
up language.
99. Long shot Siti follows Zakri for a few steps. She turns
her head back to see the land. Siti then
continues walking and joins Zakri. They
finally swim into the deep ocean and




ROLLED FOR 15 SECONDS
15 sec.
101. Medium shot Siti's dress is floating and being push back




Duration: 8 min 9 sec.
